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Attended there as well the most traditional of the Cyprus Weddings: 

The day arrived (it was the fourth day of our stay there in bellapais village in Kyrenia). My friend,
Andy, was all dressed in black. The glow on the face of his would be wife, Shirley, was pretty much
visible. They opted for a traditional and typical North Cyprus marriage. They took vows and people
round them were just so very excited to see the couple go hand in hand in a traditional Christian
manner. 

Kyrenia Holidays that we spent in Kyrenia Cyprus: 

Kyrenia is a place that which is loved by almost all of the travelers. Kyrenia harbor is a place where
you should visit first. The catching of fish, boats lined in rows can be a beautiful sight that you would
love to capture in your camera.

Sunset beach, Mare Monte beach were the two beaches where we friends spent a lot of our time. It
was really nice to be one of these two beautiful beaches. Escape beach was also one of the popular
beaches in Kyrenia where we visited before we headed t0owards Famagusta. When we were in
Famagusta, we felt like we have come to a different piece of land. This part of the island was really
a different one. Although, it showed a lot of resemblance to that of the Kyrenia yet it looked
differently beautiful and attractive than many other parts in North Cyprus. 

If you are the one who is looking for Famagusta Cyprus or Kyrenia Cyprus then do not wait. Opt for
the best winter sun holidays or summer sun holidays in Famagusta or Kyrenia and get your dreams
fulfilled at the mot affordable flight rates.

Famagusta holidays in Famagusta North Cyprus: 

It was a nice day. I can not forget the day we visited to some of the best places in Famagusta
(gazimaguza) Venetian walls, Othello towers, Lala Mustafa Pasa Mosque,. Statue of Ataturk some
of the best of the beaches in Famagusta include Bediz beach, Bafra beach, Glapside beach,
Nagomi beach, Silver beach, etc.

If you are seriously looking for holidays anywhere then opt for holidays in Cyprus â€“ Northern Cyprus.
Bag a deal on cheap summer holidays.

For all inclusive holidays to Cyprus you can trust the UKâ€™s most reliable tour operator â€“ The Direct
Traveller. 
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total service confidence along with financial protection.
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